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In Davis and Saunders 1974a and 1974b, we examined a portion of 

1 the deictie 5,Ystem of Bella Coola in some detail. Our concern in those 

2 
papers was deixb as expressed witltin an affixal system. We now take 

up tao expression of deixis by means of verbal roots; there are two of 

these in Bella Coola: 3 !.!!! and ilatu. Together these roots constitute 

a formally unique set witkin the language; semantically, they express 

a spatial relationship between terms of tAe Narratea Event and the Speech 

Act via the Hearer or a third person as deictic pivot. 4 The aeictic 

affixes (cr. fn. 2) convey a spatia-temporal relationship via a Speaker 

pivot. 

1.0 Let us begin with the following formss5 

(1) (i) w ti-?aw-x -tx 
'the one you(sg.) 
next to' 

(iii) ti-?aw-s-tx 
'the one he/she/it 
next to' 

(2) (i) ti-?atu-xW-tx 
'the one you(sg.) 
next to' 

(iii) ti-?atu-s-tx 
8 the one he / sh.e is 
next to' 

are 

is 

are 

( ii ) ti -? aw-p-tx 
'the one you(pl.) 
are next to' 

(iv) ti-?aw-t-tx 
'th.e one they are 
next to' 

(ii) ti-ratu-p-tx 
'the one you(pl. ) 
are next to' 

(iv) ti-?atu-t-tx 
'the one they are 
next to' 



(v) wa-?atu-tixW-c 
'the ones you ( sg.) are 
next to' 

(vii) wa-?atu-tis-c 
'the ones Ae/sae is 
next to' 

(vi) wa-?atu-tip-c 
'the ones you(pl.) 
are next to' 

(viii) wa-?atu-tit-c 
'tlte ones they are 
next to' 

The constructions ot 1 and 2 show that ~ and ?atu are 'transitive' in 
6 

that they predicate a relation between two terms, an Agent and a Patient. 

TAe shape ot the person-number affixes, tkat mark ag.raeme.t with both the 

Agent and Patient, is anomolous where the Patient is singular, i.e. _xw 

in Ii and 2i, -~ in Iii ana 2ii, -~ in liii and 2iii, and -1 in liv and 

2iv. The usual shapes ot these atfixes are I 

(3) (i) _ixw 

·you(sg.)-Atm/her/it' 

(iii) -is 
'he/she/it-kim/her/it' 

(ii) -ip 
'you(pl.)-him/her/it' 

(iv) -it 
tthey-htm/her/it' 

TAe ! ot these affixes is ~opped wlten they are addea to the aeictic 

roots. WAere plural Patients are involved, tlte atfixes appear in taeir 

expected skapes. 

rae examples of 1 and 2 are expressions ot restrictive .oditi-

cation and are analogous to such constructions as ti-k'x-is-tx 'the one 

he/sa. sees.' Unlike other roots, Paw and ?atu do not occur outside this 

construction, that is, there are no sentences 

(4) ( i) *;>aw-s ti-ialas-tx 'He is near tlte boat' 

( ii ) *;-atu-s ti-hlas-tx 'He is Mar the boat' 

comparable to k'x-is ti-hlas-tx '. sees the boat.' Within the frame-

work of restrictive moditication the deictic roots are regular occurring 

as well in expanded forms. 
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(5) (i) ti-ia1as ti-?aw-s-tx 

(ii) ti-ialas ti-?atu-s-tx 

'the boat he is next to' 

'the boat he is next to' 

comparable to ti-ialas ti-k'x-is-tx 't.e boat lle sees.' With one excepo-

tion they occur with the range of deictic affixes, ?atu occurs as ?aw 

does ill 6. 

(6) I II III 

ti-?aw-s-tx ti-?aw-s-t'ayx ti-?av-s-tix 

ci-?aw-s-cx ci-'?aw-s-c'ayx ci-?aw-s-cix 

wa-?aw-s-c va-? aw-s-ac va-?aw-s-ci 

IV V VI 

ta-?av-s-t'ax ta-?av-s-q ta-?av-s-tax • • 
?ii-7aw-s-ii'?ayi ?ii-?aw-s-ii ?ii-?aw-s-ii 

ta-?aw-s-t' axV ta-?av-s-txV ta-?av-s-tux • • • 

They do not co-occur with the Middle affix -i' for eXUl:p1e, there is no 

fOMl *ta.-'?av-i-.! as there is ta-k'x-!-~ 'the one he sav.' 

Wbere so.e overt lexical ite. is used as a third person deictic 

pivot as in 'the OM the un is next to', tile .eictic suffixes do not occur, 

and we fincl such torms as 

(1) (i) ti-?aw-s ti-?1lIllk-tx 'the one the man is next to' 

(ii) ti-?av-s ci-xnas-cx 'the one tkevoman is next to' 

(iii) ti-h1as ti-?aw-s ti_11l1llk-tx 'ta. boat tlw man is next to' 

without -g. -t'ap, etc. Since we find the 'mixed' foras 

(8) (i) ti-?av-s c'ayx 

(ii) ci-?aw-s t'ayx 

(ill) va-?av-s t'ayx 
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we know that the demonstrative forms in columns II and IV of 6 are ambi

guous. They uy be deictic specifications of 'this one ••• '; but they 

May also Be an overt, third person deictic pivot, 'tAe one this one is 

next to.' The second person Agent forms, of course, can present no ambi

guity, aDi ti-?aw-xW-t'ayx is uniquely deicticall.y specified as 'this 

[:Demonstrative, Pro.rlJu.l] one you( sg.) are next to.' TAe de .. nstrative 

deietie forms in 8, e.g. c'ap, function as pronomiu.l Agents. (TM pro

nominal fUnction of d..ictie suffixes is discussed in Davis and Saunders 

1974a and 1975.) TAe remaining forms of 6 do not allow an ambiguous 

interpretation, e.g. *ti-?aw-.!-~; and there tl\e Geietic suffixes are 

unambiguous deictie specifications of 'the one •••• • TBe forms of 8 are 

normal for Bella Coola and are comparable to 

(9) (i) ti-k'x-is c'ayx 'the one this one[female] sees' 

(1i) ci-k'x-is t'ayx 'the one[female] this one[ule] sees' 

(iii) wa-k'x-tis t'ayx 'the ones this one[male] sees' 

Generally, in clauses of restrictive moditication of the 'the one whom/that ••• ' 

type, no deictic specification of the modified Patient is possible where 

tke Agent is overtly present as a lexical item or pronoun. (Only the 

Demonstrative pronouns of tAe t'ap and t'&f series may occur as overt 

Agents, and Patients---with the exception of pronominal roots. Cf. Davis 

and Saunders 19741. and In Preparation.) The restrictive modification witA 

deietic roots is always of the type where the restricted term is tu 

Patient, e.g. 'the one whom •••• • Restriotive modification with other 

two~term Comments is possible wh.ere the modified term is the Agent, 
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e. g. ti-k'x-~tx 'tlle one who sees AD/ur/it.· Sucll ronaa are absent 

where the Comment of the modification is a deictic root; forms such as 

·ll-!!!-~tx 'he WAO is Mxt to hD/her/it' do not occur. 7 The aeicticall.y 

specified term i8 always expressed as the Patient of the deictic root, and 

the deictic pivot is always the Agent, but never the reverse. 

1.1 To this point, we have identically ~lossed sDilar forms wi til 

~ and!!!!.. The deictic roots do differ selll&ntica lly and 'llext to' is 

on~ one gloss of their basic meanings. Where the 'next to' ~loss is 

appropriate, ?atu is used if the Agent is working on the object, e.g. a car, 

or using it in some way, e.g. a tool. Where the deictical~ specified 

term is human, a conversation is sufficient for the use of~. A more 

intangible relatiollsltip between the deictic pivot and tae specified object 

can also elicit ?atu, e.g. a house one is renting. Where involveMnt of 

tile pivot is absent, !.!!! is the correct expression of 'next to.' When 

tile pivot is standing next to an object but is not working on or using 

it, or wAere tae pivot is standing next to a perso. to whom he is not 

ta1k1n~ or next to a .ouse with which he has no connection. all tllese are 

deictic relationships expressed by ?aw. Another gloss of ?atu and ?aw is 

'on' and again involvement (use, action upon, etc) requires i'atu, and the 

absence of involvement requires~. Another acceptable gloss is 'towards.' 

waere the pivot is approaching an object (or walking from it as long as it 

is the closest object of its class to the pivot), "latu is used if the pivot 

aas tAat object or person as ais destination. It' the pivot is incidentally 

approaching the object while having another goal, ?aw is used. 'Around' 
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is still another possible gloss, !!,!- ?aw-~-~ is used. to indicate tile area 

around tile Hearer (_XW) in general; !!,!- ?atu-xw-~ btiieates a specific spot 

near the Hearer. For example, if something is lost and tke Hearer is sent 

to look for it and if he asks for instructions, the answer wa?awxwc means 

'somewkere around you'; wa?atuxWc means 'rigat where you are.' In the 

latter the Speaker knows the exact location of tke lost object; in the 

former, .e does not. Objects around the Hearer pivot are individually 

designated as ti-1aw-xW-tx; an object held in the Hearer's Band is 

ti-?atu-xW-tx. 

There is a space associated with each Non-Speaker pivot. That area 

or some object within it is specified or deictical~ fixed relative to 

tke Narration by ?aw if no other relationship holds between the determined 

object and the pivot. a specific portion of that area or some object that 

is additionally related to tke pivot is deictically fixed by!!..E!. The 

size of the space associated with the pivot may vary. If tite Speaker 

and the pivot are in the same room, the area is small. In these deictic 

expressions the area must not include the Speaker (cf. below). If the 

pivot is removed from the Speaker, the area may expand to any size; for 

example, given a conversation in the Bella Coola valley about a deictic 

pivot in the Vancouver area, ta-1!!!-!.-.Er~ 'there where :he is' may desig-

nate the entire Lower Mainland. Both roots require (1) the deictically 

specified object be closer to the pivot than to the Speaker and (2) the 
8 

object be the closest of its kind to the pivot. The roots differ in 

degree of involvement or the degree of bond between the pivot and 
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object. Where spatial contiguity is the only bond, ?aw is used; 

some additional bond is present, Patu is use •• 9 This additional 

requires an animate pivot. Compare ti-?aw-.! ti-hlas-~ 'the one 

the boat is near,' *ti-llatu-.! ti-~alas-tx, and ti-~atu-.! ti-?1mlk-tx 'the 

one the man is near[and involved with].' 

The absence of expressions with the Speaker as pivot, e.g. *ti-?aw-~-tx, 

and the absence of expressions in which the Speaker or Hearer is the 

deictically determined object, e.g. *ti-?aw-cs-tx, can now be explained. -----
the form ti-k'x-ic-tx 'thl!t one I see' is acceptable, *ti-?aw-£-tx 

and *ti-?atu-£-tx are not. The unacceptabili~y of tAese and similar forms 

from the observation that deictic specification by affix is Speaker 

pivoted and deictic specification by deictic root is necessarily Non

Speaker pivoted. The latter type of incorrect form, *ti-?aw-£!-tx (-£! de

notes third person ag. Agent and first person sg. Patient), follows from 

the general observation that first and second persons are treated as 

proper lexical items and as such cannot occur restrictively modified; 

third person lexical items so occur. One constraint on ?aw that 

remains arbitrary is the incorrectness of such forms as ~a-?aw-!!!-£ 

( Note absence of such forms in 1.). Where the deictically determined 

object is a group of two or more humans, only ?atu can be employed. 

2 The deictic root ?aw, but not ?atu, may occur with a zero second 

person number suffix: 

? 



(10) I ill V VI 

ti-?aw-tx ti-?aw-tix ( ta-?aw-xW-tx) ta-?aw-tax • • 

ci-?aw-cx ci-?aw-cix (?ii-?aw-xW-ii) (?ii-?aw-xW~ii) 

(wa-?aw-xw-c ) (wa-?aw-xl'-ci) ta-?aw-txW ta-?aw-tux • • 

TAe forms, e.g. *wa-? aw-~, missing from the columns above and also forms 

with Proximal and Middle Demonstrative suffixes (columns il and IV of 6) 

are incorrect. There appears to be no principled explanation for this. 

Semantica1~, forms of 10 relate an object to the Narration via a second 

person pivot; ti-?aw-tx differs from ti-?aw-xW-tx in that the former de-

notes a pivot stative with respect to the determined object. In the 

latter such specification is absent, and the pivot may be eitherstative~ 

or nonstatively related to t1ae object. 

1.3 The deictic roots occur with an additional deictic suffix -~ that 

differs from the ones of 6: 

(11) (i) ti-?aw-xW-t 

(iii) wa-raw-xW-t 

(ii) ti-~aw-p-t 

(iv) wa-raw-p-t 

(ii) ti-?atu-p-t 

The -t is Proximal and does not occur with the Non-Proximal prefix ta-. 

It is also constrained to use with masculine ani plural objects with a 

second person pivot, i. e. .ci-~ aw-xw -t and "ti-r aw-s-t. Semantica1~, 

the forms with plural de1xis denote spaces; the masculine singular forms 

always refer to objects that may be occupied, e.'g. cars, boats, canoes, 

etc. The -~ indicates that the relationship of the pivot to the object 

<as indicated by the deictic root) is shared by the Speaker. Thus, 

ti-?aw-xW-t may be glossed as 'the one[e.g. a car] that you are closest 
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to or in, and I as well.' The comparable ?atu form ti-?atu-xw-1 is 

appropriate to designate a car that one is riding in when speaking to 

another who is driving it. The -1 deictic suffix occurs in onlY two 

other places in the language---?al-ti-sunxw-1 'today'(cf. ?al-ti-sunxw-tx 

'in the sky') and ?al-ti-~-1 'tonight' (*ti-~-tx does not occur). 

The suffix -t occurs as well with the zero second person form of ~aw, 

10 
indicating a stative relationship of pivot to object. 

4 Bella Coola has two deictic suffixes reserved for lexical 

items denoting spaces. Such lexical items are always deicticallY plural; 

thus :!!.-sul-£ 'the house' but not *ti-sul-tx. The spatial deictic suffixes 

are -flawa and _?awx"aa ll 

(13) wa-sul-?awa 

(14) wa-sui-?awxWa 

The form of 13 indicates the house immediatelY in front of or behind, or 

immediately to one side; one gloss for 13 is 'the Aouse next door.' The 

form of 14 indicates a house occupied by the Speaker as pivot; :!!.!.-sul-?awxwa 

is 'the house I'm in' or 'the house here.' Both of these suffixes are 

Proximal, and Non-Proximal forms as *~-sul-?awa are contradictory and in

correet. The two suffixes-?awa and-?awxwa have the force of Demonstratives, 

and therefore like other Demonstratives they may occur independentlY as 

terms of a sentence. For example, in I! ?awxwa 'It's good here[lit. This 

place wAere I am is good]' and in I! ?awa 'It's good there[next door, 

across the street, etc.]' they function as Agents anologous to I! ~ 

'This one is good' and I! ti-?1mlk-t'ay;x: 'This man. is good.' 
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These spatial suffixes occur with the deictic roots as well. 

(i1i) wa-1aw-s-1awa 

(v) 11' wa-?atu-x -1awa 

(vii) wa-?atu-s-?awa 

(16) (i) wa-1aw-xw-?awiWa 

(iii) wa-?aw-s-?awxwa 

(v) wa-?atu-xw-1awxwa 

(vii) wa-1atu-s-?awxwa 

(ii) wa-?aw-p-'?awa 

(iv) wa-?aw-t-?awa 

(vi) wa-?atu-p-1awa 

(viii) wa-?atu-t-1awa 

(ii) wa-?aw-p-?awxWa 

(iT) wa-r aw-t-1awxWa 

(v) 

Tfte ?atu forms of 15 and 16 are used in tae following way. A person, A, 

wants to plant a garden but us no adequate ground around 1t.is house. His 

nextdoor neigAbor Snac has space that could be used for a ~arden but has 

no interest in planting one. The person A asks his nei~ltbor if he may 

use tbe space for a garden and is given permission. That space located 

next door and now used by A is indicated by the ?atu forms with -rawa 

when the Narration takes place in A's house. If tae Speaker is talking 

to some Bearer B about A, who is working in tAat space, then wa?atusrawa 

'there waere ae is working next door' is used. Speaking from that point 

across to A, waratuxWrawa is used. The suffix -?awa is used if the Narration 

is located at or in A's house. If the Speaker l1""es to Snac's house, 

then tM _?awxw. forms are used. Speaking to Snac about A, war atus?awxW'a 

Ileans 'here wAere I am that he is working.' Speaking d1l"ect1;y to A, 

wa?atuxw?awxWa is used. 

The !!!!: forms of 15 and 16 are used as follows. If someone is 

told of an event but not told of its location and if he then asks where 
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it occurred, the answer wa?aws?awa indicates 'the general area around 

him/her/it next door.' Here, the pivot 'he/she/it' has no connection with 

the Narrated Event except an incidental position at the site of the Event 

as the Narration is performed. If someone is told of a place, say the 

Snoot Ii (snut'li) valley, but not where it is, and further if he inquires 

about its location and the Speaker and Hearer happen to be in it, then 

wa?aws?awxwa 'this place where we ar~ is used. If someone enters a house 

knowing he is to stay there but not in which room, and if he asks where 

he is to sleep, tlle answer is wa1awxw?awxwa 'here wltere you and. I are' 

when the question happens to be asked in the guest's room. 

Both ?aw and ?atu preserve their meanings as described in 1.1 

w when they are used with the two spatial deictic suffixes; -1awa and -?awx a 

are additional ways of specifying the referent ob ject by deictically 

relating it to the Narration via the Speaker as pivot. 

2.0 In addition to the foras of 6, ?aw and ?atu occur with a second 

set of deict1c prefixes I we illustrate these wi tit. the fora ?aw-sl --
(17) I II III 

t'-aw-s-tx t'-aw-s-t'ayx t'-aw-s-tix 

c'-aw-s-cx c'-aw-s-c'ayx c'-aw-s-eix 

?aw-s-c ?aw-s-ac ?aw-s-ci 

IV V VI 

t'-aw-s-t'ax t'-aw-s-tx t'-aw-s-tax • • • 
?i~-?aw-s-i~?ay~ ?i~-?aw-s-i~ 1i~-?aw-s-i~ 

t'-aw-s-t'axw t'-aw-s-txW t '-aw-s-tux • • • 

11 
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combinations of persons and numbers of the Agent pivot and Patient 

ob that occur with tAe other deictic prefixes in 6 oeeur here as well. 

The occurrence of the deictie roots in 17 further distinguishes them from 

all other rootsl the latter do not oecur in eomparable forms. 

The constructions of 17 are superficiallY similar to those of 

tldrd pt r50n pronominal roots. While deictic suffixes express pro-

nominal referenee within the Agent, Patient or prepositional Objeet of 

a sentence (ef. for example 8 and 9), pronominal reference within the 

Comment 1s expressed by a set of pronominal roots: 

(18) (1) !'no 'is If hil 'are we' 

(11.) 11m 'is you(sg.)' lup 'are you ( pI. )' 

(iii) tix 'is he/it' wix 'are they' 

(iv) cix 'is slle' wix 'are they' 

These occur with one term Topics, i.e. those where onlY an Agent is 

and they are marked for person and number as any other one-term 

Comment is. For example ~-~ !.!.-k'x-~-£ 'We are the ones who saw 

it [lit. The one~ who saw it are we]' is parallel to ~aw ~-k'x-!-~ 

9 fie ones who saw it are going.' The singular third person marker -,! 

appears on embedded pronominal roots as it does on other one-term roots 

when embedded I 

(19) (i) ?im ti-k'x-ia-tx 'You are the one he sees' 

(ii) ralnap-il s-?inu-! ti-k 'x-is-tx 'We know (that) you are 
tlte one Ite sees' 

(20) (i) ya ti-k'x-1s-tx eThe one ke sees is good' 

(11) ?alnap-il s-ya-! ti-k'x-l3J-tx ·W~ know (that) the one 
he sees is good' 

12 
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suffix -s of thir"d person singular Agent agreement is absent in both 

and 20i, embedding these sentences as Patients conditions the overt 

marker -~ in 19ii and 20ii. T.Ris formal parallelism is taken as SA owing 

the forms of 18 function as Comments. The third person forms, E, cix, 

and !!!. may occur as the Comment of restrictive modification, e.g. 

ti-tix-tx 'the one who is he' analogous to ti-l!.-tx • the one who is good,' 

also in such expressions as 

(21) I II III 

tixtx tix t'ayx tix tix 

cix cx cix c'ayx cix cix 

w1x c w1x ?ac wix ci 

IV V VI 

tix t'ax tixq.w tix tax . • 

eix ?H.?ay~ cix i~ cix H. 

w1x taxW wix tfw wix tux • • 

It is these forms that superficiallY resemble the deictic root construc-

tiona of 17. In both, there appears a root, ?aw/ratu or !!, with some 

preceding element to mark gender: 1:/~ for masculine singular, ~/£ for 

foinine singular, and rJ..1!. for plural. In both 17 and 21 occurrence of a 

Speaker pivoted deictic element is required following the root: thus both 

.i:-!!-~ and *tix are incorrect in isolation. Occurrence of an overt 

Agent is possible in lieu of this deictic element: 1:-!!!-~ ti-?1mlk-tx 

~that one the man is next to' and tix ti-?imlk-tx 'the man is he/the one.' 

This similarity, however, hides a formal difference. The construction 



tix ti-?1mlk-tx may occur as Pa.tient of a two-term Comment wAi1e 1: -!!!-,! 

ti-?imlk-tx may notl12 

14 

(22) (i) '1 ainapii s-tix-s ti-?1mlk-tx 

(ii) ?ainapii s-k'x-is ti-?imlk-tx 

(iii) .?ainapii s-t'-aw-s ti-l'imlk-tx 

'We know the man is he/the one' 

'We know the man saw him/her / it' 

The form 1:-!!!'-'! ti-?imlk-~ occurs parallel to ti-k'x-.!! ti-!:!!.!!.-tx 

'the one the man saw' I 

(23) (i) ?ainapii ti-k'x-is ti-?imlk-tx 

(ii) ?ainapii t'-aw-s ti-?imlk-tx 

'We know the one the man saw' 

'We know that one the man is 
next to' 

The constructions of 17, like those of 6, are examples of restrictive 

modification. 

2.1 SUch pairs as ti-?aw-,!-~ and i:-!!!-'!-tx differ in emphasis that 

may be Non-Demonstrative versus Demonstrative, respectivelY. If someone is 

sent for an object but fails to find it, the Speaker may point it out with 

1:-!!!'-XW-tx 'that one there you are next to,' t '-!!.'"",!-tx 'that one there 

he/she/it is next to,' etc. The degree of involvement between the pivot 

and the ~eictica1lY determined object expressed by ?aw and ?atu remains 

operative I !.:-atu-xW-tx if said to a Hearer sent to look for something can 

implY. for example, that the Hearer is holding the item in his hand (the 

greater bond) but does not know it is the correct one. If, doing this, 

he asks where the object is, the answer i:-atu-xw-~ means not onlY 'that 

one right there you have in your hand' but also implies a certain denseness 

on the part of the Hearer. This implication is predictable from the con

catenation of Demonstrative emphasis (!.:-) and gr&at.er than simple spatial 



connection (?atu); the implication is absent from the 'j)aw forms. Repeti-

tions of indications of an object require !:-atu- combinations. If the 

Hearer is sent for an object, doesn't see or recognize the correct one, 

the Hearer's first request for aid is answered t~-xW-tx; a~ subsequent 

request (e.g. the same 'Which one?' question) is responded to by!:-atu-xW-tx. 

That is, the first answer constructs or is taken by the Speaker to con-

struct the greater than spatial bond between the pivot (the Hearer here) 

and the deictica1ly determined object; and only 1:-atu- is now appropriate. 

The Deeonstrative force of the prefixes of 17 hold for the 

deictic relation between the pivot and the object. Independently of this 

that same object will be deictica1ly specified relative to the Speaker 

via the affixes, and here the relation to the Speaker pivot may be demon

r- stratively emphasized as we1l1 1:-!!!-xW-t'ayx 'this one you are right next 

to.' 

2.2 The Demonstrative forms of the deictic roots occur with the 

same variety of constructions that the Non-Demonstrative forms do (the ?aw-i 

second person singular, the -~ deictic suffix, and the -?awa/-7awxwa 

suffixes) : 

(24) I III V VI 

t'-aw-tx t'-aw-tix (t '-aw-xW-tx) t'-aw-tax • • 

c'-aw-cx c'-aw-cix (?il-?aw-xw-H.) (?il-?aw-xW-il) 

(?aw-xW-c) (1 aw-xw -ci ) t'-aw-txW t'-aw-tux • • 
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(25) (i) t'-aw-xW-t t'-aw-p-t 

t'-aw-s-t t'-aw-t-t 

(ii) w 
t'-atu-x -t t '-atu-p""t 

t'-atu-s-t t'-atu-t-t 

(26) (i) ? aw-xw -? awa i' aw-p-? awa 

?aw-s-'?awa f' aw-t-? awa 

(ii) ?atu-xW_? ava ?atu-p-?awa 

?atu-s-i'awa ?atu-t-?awa 

(27) (i) '?aw-xW_i'awxWa ? aw-p- "?awxwa 

?aw-s-?awxwa ?aw-t-?awxwa 

(ii) ?atu-xW_?awxWa ?atu-p-?awxWa 

?atu-s-?awxwa ?atu-t-rawxwa 

The Demonstrative form t'~-t of 24 occurs with the suffix -~ (i:-~-~) 

but not the -?awa/-?awxwa suffixes; this parallels the Non-Demonstrative 

usage of ti-? aw-t-. In 25 the forms with third person pivots absent from 

11 and 12 occur I the plural forllS .?aw-xW-~ and so forth do not. 

2.3 We have shown that the deictic roots occur in constructions of 

restrictive modification and that they occur with Non-Demonstrative and 

Demonstrative forms. The Demonstrative forms---whi1e superficially 

similar to sentences with pronominal roots---f'unction as clauses of restric-

tive modification. The Demonstrative forms kave one other formal property 

in common with pronominal roots. We have pointed out that the latter can 

be used in restrictive modification e.g. ti-tix-tx 'the one who is he,' 

ci-cix-~ 'the one who is she,' etc. Similarly, forms like i:-~.!-tx, 
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c '-av-s-cx, etc. function as clauses of restrictive modification (cf. 23). ----
Thus, ~-tix-tx should parallel t'-,!!!-tx; that is, the.:!;,- of tix may be 

considered to be part of the stem .:!;,-ix, and the !.:,- of !.:,-.!!!-tx should be 

compared with the ~- of ti-tix-tx, i. e. 

(28) ti-tix-tx 
I I I 

t'-aws-tx 

We find, however. that the set of Dl!tmonstra tive forms with ? av and ? a tu 

may further occur in these constructions I 

(29) I II III 

ti-t • -aw-s-tx ti-t'-aw-s-t'ayx ti-t'-av-s-tix 

ci-c'-aw-s-cx ci-c'-aw-s-c'ayx ci-c'-aw-s-cix 

va-?aw-s-c wa-?aw-s-ac wa-?aw-s-ci 

IV V VI 

ta-t '-aw-s-t ' ax ta-t'-aw-s-tx ta-t'-aw-s-tax • • • 
?ii-av-s-ii?ayi ?ii-aw-s-ii ?ii-aw-s-ii 

ta-t'-av-s-t'axw ta-t '-aw-s-txV 
• • ta-t '-av-s-tux • 

The Non-Proximal Dellonstrative feJlll\.nine forms that we migat suppose to be 

*?ii-ii-!!!.-!.-ii~ayi and *?ii-fr!!!-!.-ii do not occur. The repetition 

?ii-!!-,that wevould expect on the basis of 1'7 and 6, seems to be avoided, 

and we find instead ?ii-!!!-!.-ii?ayi and 'hi-!!!-!.-!!. 'lhese expanded forms 

of 29 occur as well with t1le various expressions of 24-2'7, e.g. ti-1:-!!!-!-!!. 

and so forth. 

In the forms of 29. the equation of the 1:- of t'-!!!-,!- with. tlte .:!;,-

13 
of ~ seems now to be valid, i.e. 
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(30) ti # t-ix # tx 
I r I 
ti # t'-aw I s # tx 

3.0 The deictic roots of Bella Coola have been shown to constitute 

a unique set wi thin the language, and we may assume tAeir irregular proper-

ties are archaic. The examples and comparisons of 28, 29, and 30 may 

be interpreted as showing that these forms are in a transitional state. 

The constructions of 17 are relic forms, whereas those of 29 are newer 

ones in which the i:-/~-/~ are being reinterpreted as part of the 

.tem on tAe model of tix/cix/wix. We have seen that patent repetition of 

deictic prefixes, e.g. *?ii-H., is unacceptable. Generally, syntactic 

constructions, e.g. ttlaw, seem to be undergoing reinterpretation as 

morphological, derivational, e.g. i:-'!!!. This is reflected in the general 

synthetic nature of Bella Coo1a. 

It is interesting to consider the regular Speaker pivoted deictic 

suffixes in this light. We list them again in ::n I 
(31) I II III 

-t-x -t'-ayx -t-ix 

-c-x -c'-ayx -c-ix 

-¢-c -¢-?ac -¢-ci 

IV V VI 

-t'-ax -t-x -t-ax 
• • • 

-?ii-?ayi (-?ii- ) (-?ii- ) 

-t' .. axw _t_xW -t-UJ • • 

They have been further segmented in 31 to emphasize the similarity between 
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them al'ld tile deictic root constructions of 17. We find in both the same 

correlation of !-masculine proximal, ,2,-feminine proximal, .t-plural proxi

mal, and !-lJasculine non-proximal, and ~plural non-proximal. Further, 

glottal1zation j.ri' each set is a.sociated with delloJ'lstrative emphasis. 
,-

.. /' 

On the basis of tAis we may speculate that the suffixes thellselves were, 

at an earlier time, syntactic constructions such that ti-rimlkt '-~ 

'this man,' like ti-?imlk t'-awstx 'the man 'he/she/it is next to,' was 

a construction of restrictive modification. Extension of tke process 

tkat appears to be still occurring (t'lawls> t'-awls) bs obscured that 

origin. 

The roots!!! and ~ have been given tke label 'deictic roots' 

because they function solely to restrict and place terms of the Narrated 

t- Ivent relative to the Narration in the same way the i.ictic affixes do, 

they have no occurrence outside such constructions (cf. the incorrect 4). 

Given their cognate function and a single (speculated) source construction 

for tAe deictic suffixes and deictic roots (The possible root ray noted 

in tn. :3 may be assumed to recur in such tOl'1l1S a8 t' ap. ), we may then 

suspect a state ot Bella Coola in wlaich deictic suffixes were absent, 

and tAe roots ?aw, ?atu, and ?ay were productive, perAaps, as locative 

roots. This development can be represented in the tollowing a.hema. 
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Restrictive :modifi- Restrictive modifi-
cation wit.hverbal '\ cation with verbal 
roots inCluding roots 
some that are seman-
ticallJ locatives Quasi-restrictive 
1.!!:, !!B!,. ? ay mociifica tion with 

deictic roots. 
~, ?atu, ?ay 

In 

Restr1etive moiifi
-- cation with verbal 

roots 

Quasi-restrictive 
modification with 

\
deictiC roots: 
!!!! and ?atu 

Deictic suffixes 
with ?ay 

It remains a problem for internal and comparative reconstruction to deter-

mine tu correctness and, •• tails of this hypothesis. 
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Notes 

lBella Coola is a Sal1shan language spoken on the north oentral 

ooast of British Columbia, Canada. We wish espeoial~ to express our 

appreoiation to Margaret Siwallaoe, Charles Snow, and Felioity Walkus, 

among many, who have helped us to an understanding of Bella Coola. We 

also wish to thank the National Soienoe Foundation (Grant SOC73 05713 A01) 

and the Canada Council (Grants S73-1973 and S75-0225) for their finan-

cial support of this work. 

2The deictic affixes of Bella Coola are 

Proximal Proximal Middle 
Non-Demonstrative Demonstrative Non-Demonstrative 

Masculine ti--tx ti--t'ayx ta--i 

Feminine oi--cx oi--c'ayx ?ii--i 

Plural wa--c wa--?ao ta--i 

Middle Distal Distal 
Demonstrative Non-Demonstrative Demonstrative 

Masouline ta--t'ax ta--tx ta--tax 
• • . 

Feminine ?ii--?ii? ayi ? ii--ii ?ii--ii 

Plural ta--t'axw ta--txW ta--tux • • • 

In addition to these, there is a set consisting of ti--tix, £1--oix, and 

~--oi that oocur onlY in questions (as the Distal Demonstrative ones do); 

their deictio range includes the Proximal and Middle as defined in Davis 

and Saunders 1974b. The plural affixes are used with lexical items and 

construotions to express space and time as well as simple plurality. The 
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semantics of tAese forms is discussed in Davis and Saunders 1974bJ addi-

tional usage is described in Davis and Saunders 19741.. 

3There may be other deictic roots in the language. The form 

?ala?!lsc' 'now,' for exampl~ consists of a preposition ?al- (variant 

of "'al-), a deictic prefix .!,- (variant of !!,!.-), A.form ? a;y:, A suffix -s 

(tli::lrd person'?), and I. particle ~ (that elsewhere glossed as 'now'). 

The remainder 1 A:y: may be I. deictic root. Cf. also) 3.0 below. Some forms 

with ?aw and ?atu are mentioned in Newman 1935 but not discussed. 

4we will employ the term Speech Act to designate the Speaker, tae 

Hearer, and tke Narration. This will include as well the location of 

the Narration, what the Speaker and Hearer know or assume at the time 

of tAe Narration, e.g. what has gOM before, where it occurs, etc. The 

Narration is the reporta the Narrated Event is used to designate t1u.t 

whicA is reported/expressed as the Narration. The terms of the Narrated 

Event are deictical~ relate. to the space-time of tae Narration via 

their spatia-temporal relationship to either the Speaker or some Non-

Speaker. i.e. the Hearer or a third person, This relator of the terms 

of the Narrated Rvent to the Narration will be ealled the pivot. cr. 

Saunders and Davis 1975b for additional use of some of these distinctions. 

5Th• roots ?aw and ?atu occur in 1 and 2 with the deictic affixes 

of tAe Non-Demonstrative Proximal MasculiM Singular. Tke roots also 

occur with the remaining affixes of fn. 2 (wlth. the exception of the 

Middle Non-Demonstrative) as well as ti--tix, !!!--ci. Cf. 6. 
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TAis expresses the VSO nature of 

constituents are 

Pr8position plus ODject or as S. For of person (first, 

second. or third) and number ( and Patient, 

there occurs a suffix to plural 

animate Agents and Patients are treated as in the Others, 

including the plural of space-time (cf. fn. 2) ~ are as singular. 

See Davis and Saunders 1973a for further discussion; see and Davis 

and Saunders 1974c for of modifi-

catione 

7 The -1 marks tldrd person (singular and ) Agents that are 

deleted within the derivation of 

considered to be a neutralization of 

form 

(ef. 1) .. 

8The first of these necessary 

with ll-?aw-xW'-t'apJ 

The affixes ti--t'ay! 

the form ti-?aw-xW-t'Qy! is 

of the Hearer away from the Speaker. 

J it may be 

/she/it-him/ker/it ' and -it 

correct 

can be illustrated 

but 
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9Tke root ~a:ws 'to follow' can now be a:nalymed as a frozen form of 

the deietic root ? aw plus the lexical suffix -i, a variant of the shape 

-ai 'foot/leg' (cf. Davis and. Saunders 19'13b and Saunders and Davis 1914 

and 1915a). The deletion of the ~ trom -ai parallels the loss of ! in 

the agreement affixes. 

10 The form ~-?aw-1 is incorrect. 

lIThe suffix -?awx~! is oocasional~ realized as This long 

vowel lacks the distinctive pitch contour of 'true' long vowels. The 

suffixes of fn. 

2 are. 

12'll1e !,.- in 22 marks embedded sentences. Cf. Davis and Saunders 1974c. 

13The I and. - are ad hoc markings of a s.yntaotic versus nons,yntactic 

distinction, i.e. not part of stem versus part of stem. 
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